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A squadron of expressionless soldiers eerily marched in single file through Vauxhall they were looking for 1916. By-

proxy corporeality was resurrected for one day only, ambushing my suspended disbelief and puncturing a mundane 

weekday on a street in London. This event provided multitudeous breathing bodies to marry with the often-told stories 

of heroism and tragedy but more importantly of young lives heinously extinguished through war. We the public 

hugged and screamed silently into the chests of 21st century representatives of the fatalities of the 1916 Battle of The 

Somme; authentic only in the theatrical woollen uniforms (supplied by the National Theatre) which we tenderly 

stroked and some buried faces into. Regardless of gender the public moved in response assumed many roles - all 

interchangeable; the mother cherishing the final embrace; the lover staring searchingly into a uniformed-clad 

stranger’s eyes; the long dead sister / brother apologising that we survived and they didn’t. Uniquely all dialogues 

from without the grave. The commonality between the roles of performer / viewer was representation; the audience / 

public played their unrehearsed part(s) embodying those souls whom had survived the war and actors personifying 

soldiers who didn’t. It was a chance to wordlessly tell the dead - the young fighting dead how sorry we were to lose 

them a century ago. 

 

Both the fabricated ghosts and the authentic public knew that Intellectually it wasn’t real. In this safe space of 

perfomativity we placed our collective long- held subconscious sorrows confident in the knowledge it was a 

supernatural arena of innocence and play (within all its interpretations). A bedecked living corpse of purity, free from 

personal back-story and acting as a vessel for unused grief; a conduit of which those on the other side (we imagined 

miraculously) could be accessed through this effectuation. Silent notes of condolence filled this unexpected portal, a 

gift bestowed to us from Jeremy Deller on British cities and towns. Encountering the fatigued-attired apparitions a low 

level hum of defeat and sadness resonated between actor and audience often both mutely commemorating lives 

never lived past a few decades. 

 

Incongruent soldiers - their demeanour oblivious to presence and with no acknowledgement to present, aphonically 

non- observed the curious public around them. Appearing to be seemingly lost in their non- thoughts or perhaps 

grappling with the complexities of method acting on a wingless public stage. The traditional set-less actors in this 

national period drama became our sons, fathers and brothers spectrally navigating the century past and playing on 

notions of slippage and one’s metacognition. Strangers crossed glances with strangers and a poppy chain of delicate 

interactions paid tribute to a deep melancholia within. Ghosts hidden within bodily matter mingled among us and with 

gratuity we responded to our second chance with an inaudible ‘goodbye’ on behalf of unknown relatives and friends 

long passed. An invisible conceptual net which uninterruptedly binds all of humanity present and otherwise collapsed 

into one single moment as we paid our respects for their ultimate sacrifice, solemnly whispering ‘thank you” and “ I’m 

sorry you didn’t make it”. 



The Actors like mediums offered their physicality to the narrative of lost lives re-telling to remember and relate. A 

memorial to lives swallowed whole by the insatiable greed of war and of young potential lying unfulfilled in graves.    

We are Here was dramatic but not sentimental. Purposefully without applause and hoping against hope for the 

absence of an encore of the original event which had inspired it. 
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